MSR Modular Case Study
Structurally bound planar instability

A planar instability was identified on an inter-ramp slope at a large open pit mine. The distance between
the radar and the pit slope was 750 m. The instability was preceded by the identification of tension cracks
at the pit crest, which formed part of the creep movement stage. The onset of significant movement in the
trend plots allowed for the identification of the cracking and dislocation stage of movement prior to the
collapse stage, which occurred in two phases.
The synthetic map of the point data collected by the radar system shows the relative range measurements
at a scale of 300 mm. There are three identified areas of the instability, represented by movement trends
on the schematic image of the instability data for the relative range, average velocity and velocity delta.
The first trend encompasses the entire portion of the instability to illustrate the overall movement trend
(150 m in width by 100 m in height in light brown), the second trend is an area threshold size to replicate
the alarm triggers (10 m in width by 15 m in height, dark blue) and a single trend point defined by the user
(light blue) to identify the maximum amount of movement taking place on that portion of pit slope.
The principal onset of the cracking and dislocation stage was initiated at approximately 06:00 on Day 1 of
the dataset. The rate of relative range movement was – 20 mm, reaching an average velocity of – 1.0
mm/hr to – 2 mm/hr for a period of 22 hours leading up to the collapse. A four hour time window was
applied to the alarm settings which allowed for adequately sensitivity of the movement to the alarm
settings applied. The alarm setting may be observed in the schematic illustration as being an orange line
for the Geotechnical Alarm, and a red line for the Critical Alarm. These alarms are selected by the user as
per the trigger action response plan compiled for the operation.
The first phase of collapse occurred between 04:00 and 06:00 on Day 2, whereby the geotechnical alarms
for the relative range, average velocity and velocity delta were triggered between 02:30 and 03:00. The
critical alarms were triggered between 02:40 and 04:00. In this case the velocity delta alarms warned of
acceleration of the pit slope first, followed by the relative range alarms which met the criteria for relative
movement, and then the average velocity alarms which were met and exceeded as the slope speed
increased and met an average state leading to this first phase of collapse.
A secondary phase of collapse occurred at approximately 16:00 of Day 2, whereby further movement of the
portion of the pit slope occurred. It is observed that the majority of the movement occurred during this
stage, with the relative range plot illustrating a strongly progressive trend of up to – 500 mm for the single
point and a peak average velocity of 25 mm/hr.
The temperature and reflectivity trend plots are illustrated for reference purposes. This operation is
located in a very hot, arid region with clearly defined diurnal fluctuations of temperature. The refractivity
plot is considered acceptable and there is minimal effect on the trend plots illustrated.
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